Curriculum News
Literacy: This week in our literacy
sessions we have been finishing off our
disaster story where the children have
been working hard to incorporate
their long term targets. On Thursday
we used a range of media (including
iPads!) to research an animal in
preparation for writing a book in the
style of Roger Hargreaves ‘Mr Men’
series. We are looking forward to
writing our own ‘Mr Animal’ books!
The children really enjoyed this and if
there is an opportunity for them to do
some further research at home, that
would be great!
Spelling Lists
Ducks
Prefix

Rabbits
Prefix

Recycle

Dislike

Reappear

Untie

Dishonest

Unable

Disappoint

Replay

Unpopular

Recall

Unpleasant

Disagree

Rearrange

Unpick

Numeracy: This week we have been
consolidating and reviewing our
learning on addition and subtraction.
Next week we are moving on to
focusing on the properties of 2D
shape.
Topic: The Christmas play has used up
our topic time this week but we are
looking forward to starting our R.E
Christmas project next week.

Reminders and notices
The year 3 children will be going to watch the Pewely play on
Tuesday 10th December. If you have a child at Pewley you are most
welcome to collect your Holy Trinity child from Pewley. Please let
your class teacher know in advance

Monday 16th December. Your children will need to bring In wellies,
gloves, scarves etc and a big plastic carrier bag. We will be
collecting kindling from the Chantries in the morning in preparation
for Thursday’s kindling and carol fun!
In the afternoon we will be holding the year 3 Christmas parties and
your children may like to bring in party gear to change into.
Collection from school as normal.
Carol and kindling evening: Thursday 19th December from 5-6pm.
Starting in the school hall and processing across the road to Addison
Court where we will sing. The children will have collected and
sorted kindling for you to buy with all proceeds going to the school
Christmas Charity.

We hope you have a great weekend! Nick,
Claire and Ginnie

